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Prehistoric Beasts Spelling Challenge
For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.
The bones of the dinosaur make up its ______.
A. skeletone   B. skeleten   C. sceleton   D. skeleton

2.
Writers, artists and movie-makers can only speculate about this physical 
attribute of dinosaurs.

A. culor   B. color   C. coler   D. colore

3.
It means "terrifying lizard."
A. dinosaur   B. dinosar   C. dinosor   D. denosaur

4.
Dinosaurs hatched from ______.
A. iggs   B. eggs   C. egs   D. aggs

5.
A dinosaur with a long �attened beak is called a ______ dinosaur.
A. duckbiled   B. duckbillled   C. duckbilld   D. duckbilled

6.

Another term for "endothermic".  Scientists debate whether dinosaurs 
were this.

A. wyrm blooded   B. warm blooded   C. wharm blooded   D. warm 
bblooded

7.
A dinosaur with triangular plates and tail spikes.
A. Stegosorus   B. Stegosuurus   C. Stegosarus   D. Stegosaurus

8.
What the dinosaurs became 65 million years ago.
A. extincte   B. extinct   C. extincb   D. xtinct
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Dinosaurs hatched from ______.
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A dinosaur with triangular plates and tail spikes.
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What the dinosaurs became 65 million years ago.

A. extincte   B. extinct   C. extincb   D. xtinctB


